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Sword art online alicization 25 fecha de estreno

Earlier, the series was forced to postpone its ejection due to the coronavirus pandemic. After postponing its release via COVID-19, Sword Art Online is preparing for the premiere of the second part of Alicia: Underworld War this July, being part of the new anime premiere of the summer season in Japan.  Sword Art Online: Alicization - The underworld war was supposed to be
released on April 25, but days before its release, production announced a decision to postpone broadcasting due to Japan's situation after the spread of the coronavirus.  The series adapts the entire Alylization Arch from light novels written by Eki Kawahara, and it was announced that it will air for four seasons, with the first part to be released in October 2018, and the second
part a year later with The War of the Underworld, which will continue next month with 11 more chapters.    What's more, the musical themes announced and accompanying the series this new season are ANIMA performed by ReoNa, while the ending will be responsible for Air Ayoi from I Will....  Source: ANN After a season that puts a point and end of 2019 it is time to start seeing
what will spend 2020. Rick, who despite being loaded with several productions and new titles that will see the lights on television for the first time, will also have some highly anticipated series that will manage to put an end to stories that have been with us for a long time. And that's the case with Sword Art Online: Alicia. Related SAO Content Alicization: Underwold's War -
Changing the roles of a Product that became a ransom of original work. He did so with a particularly rough background and a much slower time than those that made up the original and who managed to present us with an unknown version of Eki Kawahara's work and an important antagonist who changes the structure of the work. Thus, the Underworld War puts a point in this
new journey and will do so on April 25, 2020. It is true that their journey began this summer season, but with their 23 episodes listed they preferred to make two broadcast runs leaving the latter for next year. A strategy that will allow the studio to continue betting on quality rather than a mediocre or indisposed effective product. 最終章:最映像公開!-4/25(⼟)放送開始放送開始ョゼ
WoU-最終章最映像を公開! 映像内では(ReoNa)⾳源も初公開!聴け!はここだけ! 英雄よもう度⽴ち上れTube pic.twitter.com/FNWQM55dxYニメ ソ オ 公式 (@sao_anime) 22, 2020 Premiere postponed via COVID-19 *News updated to 10/04/2020: After confirming a few months ago a section of the underground season war and confirming the premiere of its second half until
spring 2020, It was in the same month of April that the company responsible for the series confirmed that due to problems arising from COVID-19, they should postpone the premiere of this second part of the Underworld war until July 2020. So you'll have to wait until the summer to see the final development of the season. One hopes something big will be done for many, but it
shows above all the care that companies take in the face of their employees in the face of such a delicate health crisis. New release date and promotional trailer *News updated to 10/06/2020: After confirming that the season will be affected by COVID-19, it was in June, when the company officially announced July the opening month of the second part of the Underworld war, in
particular on July 11, 2020. * News updated to 02/07/2020: Fears aside, A-1 Pictures repeated the underworld war premiere a week before its world of release through a new promotional trailer that not only allows us to see what we'll find in this new part of the ODS universe, but confirms 100 percent that its premiere still runs until July 11, 2020. 最終章:最映像公開!-7/11(⼟)放送
開始ゼョWoU-最終章最映像を公開! 映像内では will... 藍井エ⾳源も初解禁! そ思出 きっと⼒をくれニメ ソ Youtube pic.twitter.com/7EaHx2lJJy — オ (公式 @sao_anime) July 2, 2020 Marisol Navarro Do you like our content? Support us through this banner and help us continue to grow. In 2008, ソ オ
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Country of Origin JapanNth episodes 24Releg editionCommission method Tokyo MXFirst release October 6, 2018 Last broadcast March 30, 2019Chrology series Sword Art Online Alternative GGO Sword Art Online: Alicization Sword Art Online: Alycization – Underworld War [edit data on Wikidani]The third season of Sword Art Online, Sword Art Online: Alycization is an anime
series adaptation of light novels of the same name, written by Equi Kawahara and illustrated by Abe. It is produced by A-1 Pictures and directed by Manabu Ono. It covers the Arch of Alycization and adapts from the ninth volume of the novel Alycization, starting with Lisization Long volume. The series premiered on October 6, 2018, with an hour-long episode in Japan, the United
States, Mexico, Australia, France, Germany, Russia and South Korea. Two chickens or programming units, also called under the arcs, will be broadcast, with a total of 24 episodes. The initial theme is Adamas LiSA, and its closing theme is Iris Air Ai. [4] Rising and Uniting's opening theme is Resister Aska, and its closing theme is Forget-Me-Not in all sections and 虹彼⽅に (Niji
no Kanata ni, 虹彼⽅に? [5] The music was written by Yuki Kajiura. Episode List Note: Due to the recent release of sections, titles are subject to translation errors. Sword Art Online: Alicization (2018) Doug's Story 6: Alicization Part 1: Alicization Beginning No. in the original Japanese series of titles directed by Writer Refs. Original broadcast date[6] 150 UnderworldAnd-w-rudo (A
ダワ)Manabu OnoTsuyoshi TobitaYukito Kizawa[7] October 7, 2018[nb 1] In the world of Underworld Kirito restores childhood to 11 years, where he is friends with a boy named Eugeo and a girl named Alice, 3 live in a village called Ruild, in the Underworld, when children of 10 years they receive a sacred task , Kirito and Eugeo had to cut down a tree called Gigas Cedar or
Demon Tree translated into Spanish which has existed for 300 years because its trunk is wide enough and strong enough that breaks all axes, so they had to send to make one to the capital from the dragon bone, and as the tree recovered from its cuts it took 300 years until they managed to make a cut 1 meter into the trunk and this task went from generation to generation.
Every day Alice brings them her lunch after studying sacred art (Underworld spells), but over time on food loses its durability and the only way to stay is to keep it cold. Kirito, Eugeo and Alice decide to make the trip to the cave, where they always get ice in winter, using as a guide a tale of their people called Berkuli and the white dragon, after collecting ice 3 mistakenly went the
wrong way and found entry to the Dark Territory of the Underworld, which is divided between Human Empire and Dark Territory and that residents of the Human Empire are forbidden to approach the territory because it is a violation of taboo indices that have been imposed on the Underworld, while they did not know what to do saw the struggle of the knight of integrity and the
dark knight on this term dies, Alice on reflection came up, but he stumbled and one of his hands accidentally touched the land of the Dark Territory, the next day a knight of integrity, a synthesis of Deusolbert seven coming to town to take Alice for the fact Kirito and Eugeo tried to help her, but Eugeo could not move because of the seal of limitation that prevented disobedience to
the laws of Axiom Church, and if he resisted the pain of the right eye , he would come to paralyze, but Kirito had no such code and tried to attack knight, but was easily defeated, because knight used a secret technique called Encarnation Sword, in which his mind could turn his imagination into a real sword blow, while both became inconsevenient, they can do nothing, but see
how Alice was taken to the capital. Soon after, Casuto wakes up in the real world, not remembering anything that happened recently at Underworld. Hours later, gun Gale Online (now renamed SAO: The Fatal Bullet), Sinon, Kirito, Asuna, Silica, Lisbeth and Klein face a mysterious escape team after one of them was defeated. After the fight, Sinon thanks others for joining the
fight and once returned to the real world at café Agil, Shino invites Kazuto and Asuna to join their team for the next issue of the BoB tournament, to which they agree. On the same occasion, Kazuto reveals that he has a part-time job at RATH as a test subject of the new Immersion-Total technology, known as Soul Translator or Soul Translator, in addition to this Kazuto reveals
concerns when he hears the name Alice, in addition Asuna shows Shino the app of his mobile phone that shows in real time a heart pulse of Kazuto 24 hours a day , at first Shino is surprised that Asuna has such an application, but in a funny way Shino asks Asuna if this application uses it only to make sure that Kazuto does not cheat on her with another girl, although Asuna and
Kazuto deny this. On the way home, Kazuto mentions to Asuna that he was offered a job at RATH headquarters in the United States and will have to leave, though He asks Asuna to accompany him, and she mentions that he thought about it, in the middle of the journey they immediately encounter a third member of the Death Gun conspiracy, Johnny Black, who was left a
fugitive from events at GGO and appears with full intention to kill them both , so they did the guild at SAO, but Kazuto mentions that he now no longer has a weapon for that purpose, however Black shows that if he has one and pulls out of his pocket one of the syringes that had Succiniglin and is trying to attack them despite that Casuto manages to reduce it, Black manages to
inject Kazuto with a substance very close to his heart and is eventually poisoned in the process and Asuna runs to help him.  251 Tree of Demons Akuma no Ki (悪魔樹)Takashi SakumaYukito Kidzawa[8] October 14, 2018Postolo attack, Kirito again wakes up at Underworld somewhat confused at first, as he can't remember how he could go back there without knowing what is
now in the Underworld after 6 years since his last dive. Trying to navigate how to return to the Underworld, Kirito walks through a small forest until he meets Evgeo again, now a young adult, but neither remember having seen him before. In this, Kirito approaches this and asks him who he is and where he is now in what Eugeo mentions they are in the eastern territory of the
Human Empire, in addition Eugeo asks Kirito if he can help him accomplish his daily task and Kirito agrees to help him. After helping Eugeo with his daily task of pingestiling tree demons, Kirito is taken to the village of Ryulid Eugeo, where he discovers he can still use his fencing skills and then find refuge in a local church, decides he has to learn more about his circumstances
before looking for a way back into the real world.  352 Mountains of the End (Hate no Sanmyaku (果て脈)Shunsuke IshikawaKo Nekota[9] October 21, 2018 The next day, when they cut down the Tree of Demons, Eugeo explains to Kirito that the reason Alice was arrested by the Knights of Integrity was because when they were children, they got lost in a cave in the endless
mountains during the search. , but when they were looking for a way out, they inadvertently reached the secret entrance to the Dark Territory. , and Alice accidentally touched the fingertip of a small part of the Dark Territory, which according to the Taboo Index of the Underworld is a very serious crime. At the time, Eugeo showed Kirito the Blue Rose Sword, which was in the End
Mountains, pointing out that in the span of 6 years Eugeo had returned to the cave and taken the sword from the place, and he planned to finish his sacred task of cutting down the tree so he could begin his training as a fencing one - but because the Demon Tree has strong resistance and that no more cuts which he does with the axe, he always regenerates one metre of what
he has moved forward, and it's impossible for him to finish the challenge, then Kirito comes up with the idea of trying to cut down a tree with a Blue Rose sword - but soon discover that they don't yet have enough ability to use it, and that it's also a little hard to raise it. Later Kirito has a conversation with Selka, Alice's younger sister, and reveals to her what Eugeo told her about
Alice, but beyond that, Selka also reveals to Kirito that Eugeo has spent the past 6 years blaming himself and regretting what happened in the incident and that he is also suffering from pain for not being able to finish his sacred task - so you can go to rescue Alice. The next day, Selka disappears from the village without a trace and both Kirito and Eugeo deduce that Selka could
have gone to the Infinite Mountains once they both reached the mountains, they realise that Selka has been captured by the Goblins of the Dark Territory, but then the goblins discover them both and prepare to attack them - but Eugeo is paralyzed by fear and begins to recall the Alice incident.  453 Party (Tabidach (旅⽴ち)Michir Itabisashiko Nekota[10] October 28, 2018.
Eventually, facing leader Goblin, Eugeo is seriously injured, and the two remember his past together, but an angry Kirito manages to assassinate leader Goblin with the Sword of the Blue Rose and pushes others away, leaving Selka free. After the fight, Kirito and Selca try to heal Eugeo's gravitational wound. - before Eugeo exploded to death, however Selka uses his magic to
transfer a small portion of Kirito Eugey's energy and manage to save his life. At that moment, Kirito has a vision of a young woman calling him and recalls waiting for them both atop the Central Cathedral of the Human Empire. After Eugeo recovered from his wound, Kirito, on the other hand, earned enough skill points to be able to use the Blue Rose Sword thanks to his
experience in this recent incident and using it Kirito makes a heavy cut to the Demon tree, causing the cut damage to be three times what Eugeo has been carrying for years and Eugeo impressed him and impressed him with him asking me to show you his sword art. After completing his training, Eugeo is able to use the Blue Sword of the Rose and with it manages to take off
once and for all the Demon Tree and people celebrating the party for their fall. At that point, Eugeo is allowed to choose his next occupation, and decides to become a fencing artist. Kirito and Eugeo then drove off to the central cathedral, hoping to find Alice and bring her back home.  554 Ocean Turtle (オャ KobayasiYukito Kidzawa[11] November 4, 2018 In the real world and
after the poisoning of Johnny Black Kazuto brought as an emergency to where after several hours of medical treatment, doctors inform asuna and Kazuto's family that their condition is stable at the moment, but with the inconvenience that she remains unconscious and that it is unknown when she will wake up. While in the hospital, Kikuoka approaches them, suggesting they
transfer Kazuto to better facilities, but when Asuna and Sugukha one day go to him in the place where Kikuoka transferred him, they discover that Kazuto is no longer in the hospital and that he disappeared without a trace. While Asuna tries to find clues to his whereabouts and with the help of Yui, Klein, Sugukha, Rika Shinozaki, Keiko Aiano and Shino Assad discover that
Kazuto's heart tracker remained active until he reached the port city and that after that he lost track, so Shino suggests that Kazuto be taken somewhere out of the country - which is starting to worry Asun and Sugou While searching for clues to where they may have taken Kazuto, Asuna deduces that STL was a technology developed by Akihiko Kayaba, long before NerveGear
and begins looking for someone or the connection Kajab would have at the time during the project and effectively Asuna binds Professor Rinko Cujiro, co-investigator of the project and at the same time a sentimental expareja from Kajab. After a while, Rinko is accompanied by her secretary, Maiumi Reynolds, where they are both taken away by a secret military facility in the
middle of the ocean called Ocean Turtle, where she is personally greeted by Kikuoka, who explains all the progress of the project they are developing, however, to her surprise, Maiumi reveals that her true identity is Asuna and quickly confronts Kikuoki about where Kazuto is located.  655 Alicysis of the ProjectArishaz-hon Keikaku (ゼョ計画)Hiroki HiranoYukito Kidzawa[12]
november 11, 2018Hous later, Kikuoka explains to Asuni and Professor Rinko that Kazuto's brain was unfortunately badly damaged in the Johnny Black attack, something that doctors at the hospital where he was hospitalized already knew and that they did not want to let them know - so as not to cause them more pain than they already had at the time and who use STL
technology to try to repair their damaged neural network. It also shows that the main goal of the Underworld experiment is to create a new and more advanced form of artificial intelligence. Although the experiment showed success, they noted that thanks to the creation of the Church of Axiom within the Underworld, artificial intelligences managed to completely eliminate all sorts of
transgressions in their society, including murder, robbery, ect. and that in addition to the implementation of who needed someone with years of experience in VRMMORPGs like Kazuto to interact with them to develop them in the best way possible. Asuna then deduces that Kikuka's goal is to create AI capable of killing for military purposes, and he admits that all his actions come
from the development of NerveGear and that they were for the sake of this study called The Alicization Project. After seeing Kazuto bound for STL, Asuna decides to contact her friends at the ALO to inform them of the events and the current state of Kazuto, but on the same night Asuna receives a visit from Professor Rinco in her room to speak alone with Asuna. In that
conversation, Rinco formally apologizes for everything that happened and for helping Kajab during events at SAO, but Asuna recalls that he doesn't need to apologize to her and that while what Kajab did was unforgivable, she feels no remorse or resentment and instead thanks her for all the beautiful days she spent Kazuto being trapped in Ainkrad.  756 Lessons of Swords (Ken
no Manabiya (剣学び舎)Shunsuke IshikawaKo Nekota[13] on November 18, The 2018 Return to Underworld, it's been two years since Kirito and Eugeo left the people of Rhulyda to head to the capital of the Human Empire, where they are both now headteakers of the Master's Academy with the Sword of Empire in North Centurion. The duo reflect on how they won the fencing
tournament in the northern village of Zaccaria thus obtaining the necessary requirements for registration with the academy. The aim of both is to graduate from the academy as outstanding students and have a chance to become Knights of Integrity, which would mean access to the Central Cathedral of Axiom Church. Once Kirito has a practice with his mentor, an elite fencer
named Sortylena Serluth, who is the second of the superiors. Even though Kirito had no intention of defeating her on this occasion, Sorted is compassionated that her own sword skills are still lacking in refinement. In addition, she suspects that Kirito has not fully shown her Fighting Style of Aincard and asks her to do so before she has graduated from the academy with honors,
which Kirito agrees to teach and at the same time give her lessons to improve her sword-fighting style. After the meal, Kirito and Eugeo visit the garden to take a look at the Marshmallow flowers kirito tried to grow, where Eugeo eagerly asks Kirito if Kirito returns to his homeland once he recovers lost memories, to which Kirito assures him they will be together for the rest without
end without end Whatever happens. The next day, Kirito, accompanied by Eugeo, headed to remove a black sword made from the branches of a tree of demons they had shot down in the village of Ryulid, forged by a local craftsman named Sadore, who also reminds Kirito to come up with a name for his new sword. Later at Kirito Academy, he begins testing his new sword in the
park, but it accidentally slips and stains an Elite First Post Swordsman uniform named Volo Levinteinn, who let go of the fact that Kirito trains on a day's rest, but instead points out that stain as an excuse to invite Kirito to a sword meeting as punishment for Kirito the same day and both are preparing for grief , while Eugeo, Sortillena and the audience witness the impending
mourning.  857 The Promise of Fechts (Kenshi no Kyji (剣⼠矜持)Shigeki KawaiYukito Kidzawa[14] november 25, 2018The beginning begins, Sorted warns Kirito that the secret of the Levintein family's power is based on bling his sword with the blood of his enemies to become stronger, which is why Volo asked for a meeting with royal swords. who declare a draw. Later in the
evening, Kirito finds out that the Marshmallow flowers he was trying to grow were destroyed by two classmates named Humbert Zizek and Rayos Antinos, arrogant students belonging to upper-class families at Underworld who have begun to feel Kirito's envy as Eugeo since arriving at the academy two years ago, while Kirito lamented what had happened - he gets instructed by a
mysterious voice , which teaches him to use the sacred art of healing to transfer a small part of the vital energy of other flowers in the garden to marshmallow flowers and manages to resurrect them. The next day, after learning from Kirito's duel, Sorted manages to defeat Volo in a duel of swordfish and graduates as the first outing from the academy, while Kirito congratulates her
on the ending and presents her with Marshmallow flowers as a see-through gift.  958 Duties of Noisy (Kizoku no Sekimu (貴族責務)Michiru ItabisashiTao NakamotoYukito Kizawa[15] December 1, 2018 After a while, Kirito and Eugeo advance to elite Swordsmen, focusing on their main goal of reaching the top of Axiom Church to find Alice, while their companions Humbert and
Rayos advance into second place among elite students, in one day Rayos Eugeo is up for a sword fight in which they have both been equalised with skill and ends in a draw for both. A few days later, Kirito and Eugeo arranged a picnic with their Valets called Roni Arabel and Tiz Stolinen. At the time, Roni and Tiese reveal that a partner and friend of theirs named Frenica Szeski,
who is Humbert's camdineer, abused several times the latter. Then Kirito and Evgeo confront Humbert and his partner Rayos, who do not deny the accusations, but claims that they do not violate any underworld law and no wonder it bothers them, they can't say anything otherwise. Meanwhile, Eugeo and Tice speak alone in a room where she expresses her despair that one day
she will be forced to marry a man very similar to Humbert and Eugeo, comforts her with her anxiety and mentions that she doesn't think so much as she still has a long way to go, but suddenly Tice suggests to Eugeo that if he gets to a high position in the Tournament of Unity because he will become an aristocrat for life, so Eugeo accepts Tiza's offer.  1059 «Taboo Index»«Kinki
mokuroku» (禁忌⽬録)Shunsuke NakasigeMunemas Nakamoto[16] December 8, 2015 December 2018Bug a rainy night at the Academy, Kirito and Eugeo discover that their valets are missing and that they have not returned to their bedroom, so Kirito begins to believe that something is wrong and decides to leave the bedroom to look for them, while Eugeo decides to stay in the
bedroom in case if they're found out. Shortly after Kirito left the room, Eugeo receives a surprise visit from Frenik and informs him that Royne and Tice tried to confront Humbert and Rayos on behalf of their friend because they still abused her. Eugeo then deduces that Royne and Tice may be in trouble and decides to go to Raios and Humbert's room to investigate and seek
answers. After Eugeo enters Raios and Humbert's room, he discovers that Ronier and Tiz are tied up and gagged in bed, where they enjoy a taboo index preventing Eugeo from intervening because he is not someone from the upper underworld class, so Rayos and Humbert prepare to rape the girls in front of him - but that's when his right eye starts burning and is displayed in
which the phrase appears: System Alert, code 871, which turns out to be the same seal that kept Eugeo the last time I tried to help Alice 6 years ago. When he hears the screams of Sye and Royn despairing of asking for help, Eugeo continues to struggle to free him from the seal and help them, but remembering the words he had Kirito days ago, it is a tremendous willpower to
manage to overload the seal of his right eye and eventually break it completely and manages to break free from the restriction that kept him static and manages to remove his Sword from the Blue Rose and cuts off Humbert's left arm, which spins in pain, asking Rayos for help to stop the sacred However, as a result of seal hacking, Eugeo's right eye eventually exploded and
ended up badly injured, but as Eugeo tries to regain the breathing required to break the seal, Rayos seizes the opportunity for Eugeo to be weak and accepts this as a threat to accuse Eugeo of what he did and quickly tries to execute him with a sword - just as Rayos is about to attack him Kirito appears strange and blocks Rayos' attack with his strapless Black Sword. Kirito
immediately starts the match against Rayos, where they were both almost even, but at the climax of the duel Kirito manages to defeat Rayos by cutting off both hands, causing Rayos' durability to overload and eventually die, on the other hand, Humbert, who saw Rayos' death quickly run away from the spot. Later, Kirito and Eugeo free Royne and Tiza from their mop, and they
begin to cry over their mentors, apologizing for trying to do something relatively stupid, but both mention to their Valets that they won't have to apologize because they were very brave in trying to protect their friend. The day after and after the incident, the academy director restores Eugeo's right eye and congratulates them both on what they did, especially Eugeo for having
managed to break the seal of his right eye, from which no underworld person has managed to break them, however, and unfortunately both Kirito and Eugeo should be handed over to the Knights of Integrity for the crime they committed and it will take them to deliver their knight of integrity, who came to pick them up on the same day for both of them, however, and to the surprise
of both to discover that the knight of integrity who came to pick them is no other person than Alice herself.  1160 Central Cathedral (セセ)Satoshi SagaMunemas Nakamoto[17] December 15, 2018 when Eugeo remarks that the knight in front of them is Alice herself trying to congratulate her on her happiness to see her alive, as it has for 6 years Eugeo thought she had been
executed for her crime of moving to the Dark Territory, however Alice would not recognise Eugeo and instead attack him by saying that if Eugeo tried to touch her again she would have full permission to kill him , except that Alice also cannot admit Kirito and takes them both into custody in him called Amayori. However, before leaving the academy, swathes of both Royne and
Tiese ask Integrity Knight Alice to at least let their mentors be allowed to take their swords with them, so Alice accepts the request of the valeters and then takes Kirito and Eugeo to the Central Cathedral of Axiom Church. Hours later, Kirito and Eugeo are locked up in jail and awaiting execution, however Kirito is developing a plan to free themselves from the mops and two quicks
of them to break the shackles that kept them hooked on the prison wall, using his organ control facility and escape from the cell and in a straight line to Axiom's Central Cathedral church - however Alice is aware in advance to return them and if needed to kill them both. Meanwhile, in the real world, Asuna is presented with the first robotic artificial intelligence prototype developed
at Ocean Turtle, later, when it had breakfast with Professor Rinco in a basic cafeteria, Asuna notices a Japanese Navy destroyer in the distance acting very suspiciously, and reports it to some base agents to find out what's going on. Meanwhile in the Underworld, Kirito and Eugeo, after escaping from prison, immediately face a knight of integrity named Eldry, but being unfazed
without their swords Kirito and Eugeo are forced to confront Eldry with a chain they both held and start fighting, but soon realize that Eldry has a divine object. However, Eugeo immediately mentions who Eldry really is, while Evgeo begins to pronounce a list of things Knight did, Eldry begins to doubt his actions and scream in pain, saying he has no memory of those memories.
Eldry then falls to the ground and the mysterious purple crystal sprouts from his forehead, leaving Kirito and Eugeo somewhat confused that this is happening. When Eugeo mentions Eldry's name to his mother, he begins to cry, then another Knight of Integrity arrives at the site and attacks them immediately, so Kirito and Eugeo are forced to flee the site quickly, leaving Eldry
lying on the ground. While both continue to run and look for a place to hide from the Knight of Integrity who pursued them, Kirito and Eugeo unfortunately reach the deadlock and both remain cornered, but just as things seemed to have lost the mysterious door appears right both and without time to lose Kirito and Eugeo to enter it and manage to dodge the knight integrity , then
the same door to the Great Library, where they are waiting for the girl who manages the place.  1261 Wise Library Tosho shitsu no kenja (図書室賢者)Tsuyoshi TobytaMunemasa NakamotoYukito Kidzawa[18] December 22, 2018 I hope to be safe in the Great Library, the girl who brought Kirito and Eugeo to the site presents herself as a cardinal who explains that she is a cardinal
system of the entire Underworld, later cardinal frees Kirito and Eugeo from chains that keep them tied up and that explains what is happening and She mentions that whoever stands for all this admin and she is the one who may have stolen memories from all the knights of integrity and sealed them in the control module built into the forehead of each of them, is a possible reason
why Alice didn't recognize them, then Eugeo retires for a few minutes to look for some information in the library, a moment that the cardinal uses to speak alone with Kirito when Kirito knew from the start that Kirito did not belong to Underworld and that he is a real person, although he decides to keep Kirito secret, since Kirito has not yet told Eugeo and wants to keep it that way. 
1362 Governor and Mediator Shihai-sha in Chatey-sha (⽀配者と調停者)Hiroshi KimuraMunemas NakamotoYukito Kidzawa[19] January 5, 2019 Posteriormente, When Eugeo returns, Cardinal tells as an Admin story in which he reveals that Quinella's real name is Quinella, and that she was born 350 years ago and where she is the product of political marriage among the
underworld's strongest families at the time. Her father ran the city of Central Underworld and the Underworld gave her her first sacred assignments, all to preserve the family power he created and gave Quinella a new sacred task that turned out to be a study of sacred arts. Quinella eventually discovered a new sacred art that other underworld residents were unaware of and
thanks to his research into the meanings of commando words, he discovered the first offensive attack command called The Thermal Arrow and thereby found that killing any living creature increases human statistics because every night Quinella fled his home to hunt animals and thereby greatly increased his statistics at a rate more advanced than an ordinary man of the
Underworld. Using his knowledge, Quinella made people see it as a gift from the gods and took this opportunity to begin the construction of the Central Cathedral and with it the Church of Axiom, turning everything into a feudal system in the Underworld, calling the lords noble and creating a structure to have control over the Underworld. As his powers grew, so did the Central
Cathedral, and over time he stopped showing himself to the people of his world and plunged solely into the analysis of sacred art. Despite Quinella's great power over the years, his life gradually began to decline and age, so Quinella didn't know what to do to prevent it. However, once, when he was near his imminent death, Quinella agreed to find a team that allowed him to see a
list of all the commands available in the system, and at the bottom of the list was the Cardinal System, and it quickly captured her and thanks to that Quinella regained his youth and became an immortal being, and that from that moment would become the Chief Cleric of the Church of Axiom and the Underworld Administrator. But despite his new post, Quinella began to lose inner
memory space and so had to erase some of his memories to make room until he once operated on a girl to link part of his memory, the latter being a cardinal who at the time had his real name was Laiceris. However, Quinella made a terrible fatal mistake because he accidentally created a copy of his administrator powers and unlocked some of his powers to the cardinal. But
after seeing his mistake, Quinella tries to pull it off, but the cardinal thanks to his new abilities thanks to Quinella's carelessness engaged in fierce battles, but seeing that he can't beat her because of his strength, the cardinal chooses to escape to the only place where Quinella didn't have access, the Great Library, where he spent the last 200 years thinking about how to beat
Quinella. After he finishes telling his story of what happened, the cardinal also explains how to restore memories of knights of integrity and thus cardinal allies from Kirito and Eugeo to defeat Quinella and restore The Lost Memories of Alice, for this cardinal gives Kirito and Eugeo some special metal daggers that they must use to eliminate Quinella, as well as use them to
eliminate Quinella , in addition to this cardinal transports them to the arsenal of the cathedral, so that both can recover their swords and may face knights of integrity who will try to slow their way to Quinella, which is currently on the 100th floor of the cathedral to sleep and who must take it down before it wakes up.  Part 2: Alicia Growth No. in the original Japanese series of titles
directed by Writer Refs. Original broadcast date[6] 1463 Crimson KnightGuren no kishi Ishikawa Ounemas Nakamoto[20] January 12, 2019This meet with the cardinal and know in advance What happens, Kirito and Eugeo are transported to the arsenal of the Central Cathedral to retrieve eugeo's Blue Rose sword and kirito's underdog Black Sword, but as they rebuild them, they
notice that there is enough armor and swords in the armour and swords to spread among the people of the Human Empire so they can help repel the invasion of the Dark Territory rather than leaving them reserved for knights of integrity. Having restored them, Kirito and Eugeo begin their ascent down the steps of the Central Cathedral of Axiom Church and reach the 25th floor,
where they are confronted by a Knight of Integrity named Deusolbert, who had previously harassed them on the outskirts of the cathedral when they knocked unconscious Eldry's Knight of Integrity, where Kirito and Eugeo are forced to face him together to overcome him - however Deusolbert appears to be a knight of integrity hard enough to beat , because of his special ability to
bow and yet Kirito manages to temporarily blind him with the sacred art of light, but in a risky battle movement, Deusolbert uses all his arrows in a single attack, and this causes the rope of his bow to break , however Kirito and Eugeo manage to equalize all their attacks without locking up much damage, but when they both believe they controlled the battle, Deusolbert activates
the general art of controlling the weapons of their bow and arms that are engulfed in flames and begins firing a fire-forming arrow from his bow , but Kirito manages to resist it, Giving Eugeo a chance to attack him directly, however, Deusolbert concentrates all the flame of his bow on his fist and uses it to block eugeo's Blue Rose Sword attack, but he somehow managed to take
advantage of his sword's special ice attribute, causing him to completely unbalance Deusolbert - after which he manages to cut him off from his arms to his chest and manage to defeat him. Despite receiving a strong attack, Deusolbert manages to survive but is now unable to stand up and keep fighting for Deusolbert warning Kirito and Eugeo that more knights of integrity will
wait for them on the 50th floor to kill them, but in this Eugeo remembers that it was Deusolbert who took Alice 8 years ago from the village of Rulid and yet Eugeo is trying to kill him that he has done over the years, however Kirito recalls Eugeo to calm down and prevent his emotions from overshadowing his judgment and reminds him what Quinella's true purpose is, but Eugeo
insists on killing him, that Kirito decides not to interfere and allow his friend to decide Desolbert's fate. Just as Evgeus is going to give him a coup de grace, he repents at the last second and decides to save knight the integrity of his life and admits that Kirito is right as the real goal is at the top of the cathedral, so they leave Deusolbert choosing which course to take. After the fight,
Kirito and Eugeo begin to climb several floors as they speak, but their conversation is interrupted when they meet some of the girls on the stairs.  1564 Knight of the Scorching Suns (Retsujitsu no kishi (烈保騎⼠)N/AN/A[21] On January 19, 2019, Tra emerged from a fierce battle with the Knight of Integrity Desolbert on the 20th floor, Kirito and Eugeo reach the 25th floor to breathe
ascent while they talk about what knights of integrity will have to face their conversation, suddenly interrupted when they meet two girls on the upper ladder, from where they are called Fizel and Linel, who present themselves as Nursing disciples and who ordered them not to leave their room because of the intruder fencers who were passing the Cathedral of Axiom Church,
although initially Fizel and Linel seemed somewhat innocent, these were surprisingly attacked They're 2 years old with a dagger poisoned by potions of paralysis , leaving Kirito and Eugeo temporarily paralyzed. , where they are confronted by knights guarding this floor, and remembered that they captured the intruders and let them in with a Knight of Integrity named Fanatio,
while under the influence of paralysis, Eugeo immediately asks the girls why they did this to them, to which Fizel and Linel show that they were deceived by saying they were disciples of the sisters and reveal to them, that they are actually both knights of integrity, and that their plan has always been for them to naively let their guard down, so that they will actually be knights of
integrity and that their plan has always been to have them naively let their guard down, so take advantage of being undervalued, so kirito and Eugeo are unaware of their true intentions and thus attack them with poisoned daggers and that they are worthy to be called Knights of Integrity by the highest ranked Knights , however Kirito strangely rises from paralysis and uses Fizel
and Linel's own daggers against him and leaves them paralyzed by 2 on the ground. Fizel then asks Kirito how he managed to break free from paralysis, and Kirito reveals that before they both approached them last time, Kirito used the sacred art of poison protection as he deduced that the girls were faked and making sure he didn't so easy in cunning and later Kirito prepares to
face the gentlemen who were on the floor as well as Fanatio. Kirito finally manages to defeat the Fanatio Knights and the latter sets out to fight in person with Kirito and in addition to this instructing his guards not to intervene under any circumstances when the fight begins, Fanatio shows his skill, which is based more on throwing powerful rays at his rivals with a sword than in the
words of a knight of integrity his sword absorbs the energy of the sun to attack her directly, however, and at a time when Fanatio is about to give Kirito the final blow, Kirito manages to create a mirror in front of him, giving him plenty of time to dodge the deadly attack, but part of the sunlight is reflected in the mirror kirito created and he bounces directly at Fanatio, affecting him
right on his helmet and breaking his half, revealing his true identity who turns out to be a beautiful woman. However, Fanatico is outraged that they have revealed his true identity and decided to avenge Kirito for this fact, subsequently both initiating a fierce fight of successive sword skills with great speed. After several clashes of swords and discussions between them, Fanatio
begins to find himself at a distinct disadvantage because of Kirito's inseparable Black Sword abilities, so she manages to release her memoir Sky Piercing Sword, with which her sword begins to cast the sun's rays in different directions and manages to slightly injure Kirito - but with the downside that it also takes the same damage, on the other hand Eugeo manages to move
some of the effects of potion paralysis and decides to neutralize fanoati's sword skill , stepping up full control of the Blue Rose Sword weapon and managing to catch Fanatio in fanatio ice layer, However, far from accepting defeat indicates his sword in Kirito and Eugeo and shoots a giant sunlight on both, but Kirito at that point activates his own complete art of controlling his
oversized Black Sword and throws a powerful ray of darkness into fanatio's sunlight. Just as the two attacks collide with each other, light and darkness are behind a prolonged period of collision between the two attacks, but Kirito manages to overcome and manage once and for all to defeat Fanatio, who as a product of the strike flies by a mayow and falls violently to the ground.
With the fight for Kirito approaching fanatics who remain badly wounded by gravity and on the verge of death, so Kirito regrets knight integrity and asks the cardinal for help that saves his life, so the cardinal through Kirito's consent recalls that he uses his dagger so he can summon a secret door and can take Fanatio to heal his wounds so he can save his life and then gives him
Kirito and a special antidote to eliminate the effects of the paralytic potion altogether, which he subsequently goes to Eugeo so he can move again. Once Kirito and Eugeo recover, they discuss what to do with FIzel and Linel, who remain paralyzed on the ground and both decide to break their poisoned daggers and then hand over the antidote to them and go their own way.  1665
Knight of fragrant oil (Kinmokusei no kishi (⾦⽊犀騎⼠)Saori DengMunemas Nakamoto[22] January 26, 2019This fierce fight against Fanatio on the 50th floor, Kirito and Evgeo follow their rise from the Cathedral of Axiom Church until they manage to find a climbing site that saves them from syringes climbing several floors up the stairs and manages to reach the Garden above
the clouds on the 80th floor where they come to surprise both with Alice, who finds hes hes meditation silently on the hill with a large olive tree. At first Eugeo thinks Alice is probably asleep, however it turned out she wasn't there and Alice asked them both to wait a minute for the olive tree to enjoy a little more sunlight, as, she says, the olive tree had long been no opportunity and
had long decided to do so. At that point, Kirito and Evgeo began approaching her to confront her and Alice from the hill rising to retrieve them, and she is surprised that Kirito and Eugeo were able to defeat their fellow Knights of Integrity Deusolbet, Fanatio and Eldrie, the latter, which she suggests is only serious enough in remote opportunity for them to escape from prison . what
are their motives for confronting the knights of integrity and why their rebellion is against the Church of Axiom, but Kirito and Eugeo, having already been previously informed by the Cardinal, mention that they are not trying anything against them or the Human Empire, but that they both suspect that something is wrong with Quinella and that it may be building something relatively
bad. Without getting a blunt answer, Alice immediately turns the olive tree in which she sat on her fragrant olive sword and prepares to confront Kirito and Eugeo in an attempt to stop her rising into the Central Cathedral of Axioma Church.Later, Kirito decides to confront Alicia to take the initiative of the attack, followed by Eugeo and face her swords with a knight Integrity, which
turns out to be quite adept at handling the sword and three were very even in power, meanwhile Eugeo is waiting only for a small opportunity to be able to use the cardinal's dagger and hit him, however Alice displays a little trick of both and uses a special attack from his sword that has been dismantled into thousands of olive petals that quickly attacked Kirito and Eugeo, causing
them to fly Seeing that Alice is strong enough in particular use her fragrant olive sword, and that she has managed to repel them with one attack, except that Alice crosses them with ridicule while trying to attack her with such basic abilities, and that from now on she won't be so friendly to both, but Kirito and Evgeo decide to prepare a new attack strategy and Kirito comes up with
the idea of distracting to allow Eugeo to prepare sacred art, Kirito subsequently decides to personally confront knight integrity, who accepts Kirito's challenge and re-restores his Fragrant Olive Sword and subsequently mentions to him that the nature of his sword is founded, after which both fencers begin their struggle, in which the two were almost even at kirito's skill level trying
to use successive attacks with his sword so he could find some blind spot - but Alice turns out to be more cunning and manages to easily reject every attack in Kirito. Immediately Alice begins to counteract Kirito, where Kirito manages to corner him to the western wall of the cathedral and Kirito manages to escape in a small deadly attack alice and throws himself at her, insinuate
her hands and asked Eugeo what his chance to attack now with the special ability of his Blue Rose Sword - never mind the time to waste Eugeo immediately using the special ability of his sword to imprison and Kirito , and Alice in a successful ice sheet, Eugeus then drops his sword and arranges to hit Alice with the cardinal's dagger, but at this point the Fragrant Olive Sword
turns into olive petals and they manage to break the ice sheet into a big surprise Eugeo. After that, Eugeo asks Alice how he was able to break free from the ice sheet if it were to be virtually impossible to free himself, and Alice replies that a simple ice sheet is not enough to limit the special attacks of his sword, which turns into its original state, however Kirito practiced singing his
sword to finally finish it and attack Alice's sword from the mighty flow of darkness that only Alice was able to repel While Kirito and Alice are at the epicenter of the collision Eugeo tries to seize the opportunity to hit Alice, distracted, but just as the forceful collision of both attacks is about to immediately reach the point of congestion that ends with the destruction of the western wall
of the Axiom Cathedral church, resulting in both Alice and Kirito being thrown away by a large explosion hole , eugeo immediately tries to help Kirito and Alice climb back inside the cathedral, but unfortunately because of their rapid ability to regenerate the wall ends up being sealed again and Eugeo to help them and gets trapped inside.  1766 Armistice[23] February 2, 1766
Kyussen Kutei (休戦協定)Michira Itabisashi Yukito Kidzawa 2019Tracked by a strong explosion inside the cathedral of the Church of Axiom, Kirito hangs with one hand with her sword nailed to the output wall of the 80th floor of the cathedral, while the other hand holds on to Alice, who first urges Kirito to throw her into the void - as she prefers to have a death worthy of a knight
than to be in this situation but Kirito persuades her to stop thinking so and mentions that if they both want to survive, they will have to put their differences behind and collaborate together to find some way back inside the cathedral, so without any choice Alice accepts Kirito's offer - although it also shows some fear of falling into a vacuum and trying to disguise it. Kirito quickly
comes up with the idea that in order to help her like herself she will need Alice to stick her sword on the wall as Alice can't hold her long and Alice believes Kirito is right and sticks her sword on the wall so she can summon with sacred art a metal stick she quickly nails into the wall so she can have a seat to stand and Then Alice uses sacred art to summon a chain that ties at the
waist and then throws the rest of the chain at Kirito, so kirito also combs the chain at the waist. Kirito later mentions to Alicia that he will help her climb, and that once she does it, she does the same to him, but unfortunately Alice replies that she can't do it, and wants Kirito to be the one who climbs him all the way as Alice fears heights, so Kirito has no other choice, hence agree to
lift her, creating another metal frown and pointing her to the wall stair mode and rising Alice to the same ' which she has previously hit, so she can stand on them while Kirito continues to cause more metal sticks to rise, although Alice has previously mentioned that she fears her up to a height, it turns out it's actually lies, since the real reason not to help Kirito on his rise with metal
poles was because Alice wears a skirt in her knight integrity uniform, which for her would be a very uncomfortable situation. But while Kirito's attempt seems to succeed, he begins to run out of energy to continue using Sacred Art to evoke more metal poles, so Alice starts making the same sacred art of Kirito and begins to create gold metal poles and continue his ascent until Kirito
sees a small ledge on the 85th floor of the cathedral in which they can breathe his ascent - however, as they approach the 85th floor , they suddenly attack a group of dark territory favorites who begin to attack them, but being in a very unstable position and risk falling into the vacuum of two, Kirito has no other choice, hence remember Alice keeping the chain tight as he is
determined to push her to perform on the 85th floor and quickly Kirito promotes Alice until she arrives for the performance. But at the same time Kirito loses her balance and slips out of the metal plaque on which he stood, where he accidentally pulls Alice and narrowly causes Alice to fall into the void, however the angry Alice manages to hold tight and abruptly pulls Kirito off the



chain and causes her to crash violently into the wall before finding herself also on the ledge of the 85th floor and where Alice immediately - but he quickly mentions that they will be able to solve this case later and now that they are on a better surface, they manage to resist and eliminate the minions who attacked them. After the threat, Kirito and Alice immediately sit on the ledge
to take a break from the climb before they were able to continue and exit to the balcony on the 96th floor so they can re-enter the interior of the cathedral and where Kirito pulls out some of the snacks the cardinal gave him so they could eat them and restore energy, but when Kirito tries to warm them with sacred art , which Alice may have said would have burned their Alice takes
them and uses the right sacred art and slightly overheating them and then eating them between them, while at the same time Alice begins to suspect how the Dark Territory minions might be in the cathedral and begins to believe that the cleric is a major, Quinella has something to do with it, but also Kirito decides to tell her everything she knows about her , starting from the
beginning and Alice agrees to hear it , but also warns him that if he lies to him, he will kill him without hesitation. Meanwhile inside the cathedral, Eugeo reaches the 95th floor, where there are a number of thermal baths where it is located overlooking the front The leader and captain of the Knights of Integrity named Berkouli, who at the time was taking a bath and where he is
impressed with how Kirito and Eugeo were able to go as far and defeat several of his fellow Knights of Integrity and even ask if Fanatio was still alive, to which Eugeo assures her she will be ok as fortunately she did not die in the match she was with Kirito When he hears this, Berkowley seems glad to be glad that everything will be fine with his comrade. Captain Berkowley then
leaves the bathroom and asks Eugeo for a few minutes, so that he can dress up and prepare for the fight and assures him that as compensation for not killing Fanatio he will try not to kill him, but warns Eugeo that this time he will not be so lucky to defeat him now that his companion is absent, so Eugeo pulls his sword out of the Blue Rose and prepares to face Captain Berkouli. 
1867 Hero of Legends (Densetsu no eiyuu (伝説英雄)Ken TakahashiYukito Kidzawa[24] February 9, 2019 Battle between Eugeo and Captain Berkouly, finally begins where eugeo turns out to be quite adept at using his black sword and manages to predict each of Eugeo's attacks, and that they have been styled as successive punches only by wearing it and shows that many
dark knights have used this style of battle almost like this Berkouly decides to use their special skill from their sword. , Eugeo begins to think about the strategy of counterattacking and overcoming Berkowley's abilities, so he decides to use a technique known as Sonic Leap to try to attack Berkowley during the space created by the execution of the movement, because to use the
special ability of his Sword of the Blue Rose he will need some time , however Berkowley manages to again anticipate eugeo attacks and attacks - leaving a sharp cut to Eugeo, from which Berkowley warns him that he could have killed him had he not stalled the attack. Eugeo, being cornered by methods and at the same time by Berkowley's technicians, further explains how his
sword's special ability worked and allows Eugeo to heal his wounds, reminding him that he has no intention of attacking him so hard and that he did not expect an attack charge, so Berkowley apologized to Eugeo for trying to kill him earlier Thinking about his next attack, Berkowley noticed that Eugeo was starting to reciting words activating the total gun control of his Blue Rose
Sword, but instead of stopping it, he decided to let it end and continue the conversation he more deeply explains the particular skill of his sword, which possesses the ability to shorten time and predict in time to embrace his opponent's abilities and make short cuts in space-time, then both continue their struggles, where Berkowley manages to re-predict the attacks Eugeo
intended to attack him at long range - but he immediately brag that each of the opponents he faced in the past , weighed almost like Eugene and managed to defeat them. However, realizing that Eugeo had finished reciting command of full arms control, Berkouly recalls that he has no intention of continuing to play with him and pulls out the sword again, Evgeus quickly activates
the special skill of his sword, where a few ice icicles surrounded Berkouly, who the latter manages to cut easily - however it allows Eugeo to attack him closely enough, but when Berkouly discovers the trick, he tries to block eugeo's attack - but it turns out that Eugeo dropped his sword and took the cardman instead, who breaks with punch and manages to push Berkouli into the
water bath, where Eugeo takes his hidden sword and activates the second phase of his sword. with which he manages to freeze the entire environment in seconds, later Berkouly has already recovered from a surprise attack, impressed by Eugeo's great determination and tells him that he has earned his respect, since no one has managed to surprise him the way he did, then
Eugeo explains to Berkouly about the man who taught him the skills Despite the attack, it left Berkouli surprised, Admittedly not to let himself be beaten so easily, so Berkowley uses his muscles to try to break the ice sheet in which he is trapped, but Eugeo, seeing Berkowley begin to break free, immediately unleashed another secret capability of the Blue Rose Sword, known as
The Power to Create Life , which is beginning to create several blue roses that have begun to grow outside the ice sheet , which began to absorb the life of both. With the fight almost over and both slowly weakening across the ice sheet, Berkowley recalls to Eugeo that, betting that he was older, would probably have less life than him, but Eugeo also mentions to Berkowley part of
his past that he was born a man and reminds him who he really is, but although Berkouli tried to remember part of his past the only thing he manages to remember as he saw long ago the Sword of the Blue Rose and remorse for no reason to the Dragon Keeper of the Northern Cave, but Evgeus recalls that his memories were sealed by the cleric Major, Quinella. But despite the
fact that Berkowley couldn't fully believe Evgeo, Eugeo admits that he had already begun to doubt the story he was told by Axiomy Church, however, and when the blue roses continued to absorb the energies of both and long before their deaths, Senator Chudelkin suddenly emerged and broke the power of the roses, he later accused Berkowley of not killing the rebellious fencing
when he had the chance, but although Berkowley tried to argue with Chudelkin, the latter mentions that Quinella might want to reproach him and quickly turned Berkowley into a stone for his failure as Eugeo falls unconscious, it sees Chudelkin retreat from the room.  18.567.5 Re-build (A)N/AN/A[25] February 16, 2019 This special section summarizes all eventsョ sections cast
from the Aspiring Arc to the Ascending Arc.  1968 The Seal of the Right Hand (Migi me no f'in (右⽬封印)Shunsuke IshikawaYukito Kizawa[26] February 23, 2019 As kirito and Alice still sit outside the 85th floor of the Axiom church, where Kirito tells Alicia more about her past, though the latter does not fully remember him, He also explains that the cleric major, Quinella, is actually
a plot and why the creatures of the Dark Territory begin to enter, during the conversation Alice also mentions, that knights of integrity, especially Captain Berkouly, began to doubt his work as such and above all what was really happening, and because Quinella doubted each of them also mentions that she began to recall some of her memories among them. , where Kirito recalls
that she was still waiting for Alice's return to the people of Rulida. Alice later asks Kirito to stop being Alice, Knight of Integrity wants to know her hometown, so Kirito remembers that she promises her. At the end of the conversation, Alice decides to defect as a Knight of Integrity to protect the Human Empire, but just when Alice mentions it, she suddenly begins to feel severe pain
in her right eye, where the system alert seal, Code 871, appears, being the same stamp that used to appear in Eugeo, Kirito, seeing what was happening, while at the same time discovering the reason why Eugeo's eye exploded the last time she encountered Rayos and Humbert at the academy, she quickly asks calm down because if she had kept thinking about it, the eye would
have exploded, then Alice asks Kirito if the person who put this seal in her right eye was Quinella, but Quinella replies that this is not the case and believes the creators of Underworld were responsible for it and it only intensifies when someone tries to go against Axiom Church , then Alice with all the power that she herself is no one's puppet and that to ensure the peace of the
Human Empire she will fight Quinella and the creators of Underworld, then Alice asks Kirito to hold her tight, as she is determined to break the seal by any means and as happened to Eugeo last time Alice's Right Eye explodes, breaking the seal. Meanwhile, Eugeo wakes up on the 100th floor of the cathedral after his bout with Berkowley and is in Quinella's room, he approaches
her with the intention of stabbing her in sleep with a dagger cardinal surrendered her, but a mysterious voice tells Eugeo to go and run away, but unfortunately Quinella wakes up and discovers Eugeo , she tells him she is sorry for the situation eugeo found himself in and recalls that he's always alone. Taking advantage of Eugeo's weakness, Quinella takes off his clothes and is
completely naked in front of Eugeo and sedates him, saying that if he gives it his all, she will reward him with all her love, so Iougeo ended up easily getting into Quinella's spell. When Quinella begins to seal all his memories, he asks Eugeo to read the words: Remove core protection to begin the synthesis ritual.  2069 Synthesis (セサ Satoshi SagaTakuma SuzukiYukito
Kidzawa[27] March 2, 2019. After many difficulties Kirito and Alice manage to reach the balcony on the 96th floor and have time to return to the interior of the Axiom Church, where Kirito was forced to carry the unconscious Alice after she broke the seal of her right eye where she managed to climb to other floors with her between her shoulders - although Alice thanks him for
healing from an eye wound and placing a patch on it - as well as for risking his life and holding him to reach that floor, however he immediately beats him, filling his uniform with sweat. Analyzing where Eugeo might be, Kirito decides to find the sword of Eugeo, which is on the 95th floor, Kirito and Alice arrive at the site and find the remains left fighting between Eugeo and Captain
Berkouly, while Kirito receives the Blue Pink Sword of frozen Eugeo on the ground, Alice for her part finds her fellow Knight of Integrity and master, Captain Berkouli, petrified in stone Through that Senator Chudelkin petred him for being unable in his mission to stop rebel fencers, however, Captain Berkouly manages to move a little and tell Kirito above all else that his friend
Eugeo has earned his respect in battle for his strong determination, and also tells Alicia that he is proud of her for having managed to break the seal of his right ear - which he never managed to break in his 200 years of service and urges Kirito to take care of Alice - and also tells them to hurry up, as Eugeo was brought before Quinella by Senator Chudelkin and they should save
him before it's too late. Kirito and Alice subsequently reach the 98th floor, where they meet heads that appear when someone doesn't follow any of the Taboo indexes tucked into the capsules, where Alice mentions that they were in fact governors of each of the Underworld regions and then arrive at the room of Senator Chudelkin, who at the time spied on Quinella's synthesis
ritual from Eugeo - then he is surprised by Kirito and Ali where the latter requires you to know where Eugeo is located, and also requires that he petrified Captain Berkouli, but Chudelkin begins to annoy Alice, revealing to him all that she left before becoming a Knight of Integrity, where she refused to do the ritual of Quinella's synthesis and how all her memories were taken away
from her by force - but Alice ends up angry and hits him with a sword in her stomach, however, Chudelkin creates a smoke curtain and manages to avoid them. Kirito and Alice are chasing him until they reach the 99th floor, where they finally lose sight of him, however both quickly face a knight of integrity who turns out to be nothing short of Evgeo himself, revealing that it is too
late to save him from the ritual of synthesis, and now Kirito is forced to confront his best friend in the fight against the sword.  Part 3: Alicization Of Union No. in the original Japanese series of titles directed by Writer Refs. Initial broadcast date[6] 2170 Knight No. 32San j' ni-banme no kishi (32番⽬騎⼠)Shunsuke NakashigeYukito Kizawa[28] March 9, 2019Kirito and Eugeo
collided in a fierce sword battle in which both meet the authorities and skill, during a duel Kirito tries to get his friend to react and not forget where he came from and why he came from. - but Eugeus, influenced by Quinella's synthesis ritual, doesn't listen to him and continues to struggle, seeing Kirito almost cornered by Eugeo's abilities, Alice tells Kirito to help him in battle.
However, Kirito asks Alice not to intervene in because this is something he must solve unattended, as they continue to fight Kirito continues to urge his friend not to forget the people who believed in him and not forget the promise he made, return to his village with his girlfriend Alice, at which point Eugeo begins to doubt his actions and lowers the sword and begins to remember
the name :Alice, who turns out to be the real name Alice. Just as Kirito let down his guard, Eugene strangely attacks him with the special ability of the sword and traps both Kirito and Alice in a dense ice sheet. With the fight, he retreats from the room, leaving Kirito and Alice on the ice. Back in Quinella's room, Eugeo removes Knight's integrity armor and tells Senator Chudelkin
that he managed to detain the rebels, Chudelkin asks if he took them down, but Eugeo tells him no, since Quindell's order gave him only to stop the rebels, so Chudelkin decides to go and take care of them personally and leaves the room. Quinella then congratulates Eugeo on the work and subsequently asks him to get to bed, where he first heals the shoulder wound and
subsequently removes the control module she had previously put into the synthesis ritual, although Quinella recalls that the module he used in it was just an experimental prototype he had just created - but just as he was asking him to read the team he used again in the synthesis ritual to insert it again, Eugene surprisingly ureas against Quinella and tries to hit her dagger
cardinal, but that quickly creates a barrier. During the struggle, there is a small burst of wind that pushes Eugeo back, failing in his attempt to hit her, on the other hand and as a result of the explosion, Quinella's clothes also end, leaving her completely naked. Quinella is surprised that Eugeo managed to regain consciousness so quickly and easily cheated on her, however she
also mentions to Eugeo that her skin has some immunity to metal objects, this is the reason that the dagger didn't work out. Quinella offers Eugeo the opportunity to forgive him for trying treason, but provided he uses his sword and destroys the cardinal's dagger, however Eugeo refuses to do so and instead mentions he has no right to talk about love, as he practically enjoys
people's pain and suffering to his own benefit. Faced with refusing to destroy the dagger, Quinella replies to Eugeo that it would be a pity to have to eliminate him, since he planned to save his life and that he might be able to use the ritual of forced synthesis in it, just as he did with Alice in past, showing that Alice also refused to resuscitate the synthesis ritual, so Quinella asked
automatic senators to deal with Alice for days to weaken her protection while Alice slept, Quinella inserted a force control module. With this revelation, Eugeo disenges and tries to attack her with her sword, but Quinella creates another barrier to defend herself, however Eugene manages to break the barrier, but quickly Quinella uses the sacred art of the wind and repels it, also
deduces that the Sword of Eugeo is not made of metal. Suddenly, Senator Chudelkin appears asking for help after as Eugeo learned that Eugeo had suffocateed them as Kirito and Alice managed to break free from the ice sheet and climb into Quinella's room, Eugeo apologizes to Kirito and Alice for attacking them before, but Kirito tells him he doesn't need to, as he's brought
out Eugeo's plan from the start - then Quinella is surprised by that that they go so far and also discovers that Alice managed to break the seal of her right ear, a seal that even Quinella hasn't managed to break in more than 200 years and believes that the only reason Alicia managed to break it was because of Kirito's influence rather than a sudden emotional outburst and decides
to make analytics thorough to learn more , he later asks Chudelkin to take care of the three rebels However, Chudelkin says Quinelli is happy to sacrifice his life to take them down, but in return asks him to grant him one wish, spend a night of dreams with Quinella, so Quinella replies to Chudelkin to consider his request, never mind that the loss of Chudelkin uses the sacred art of
fire and creates a giant Golem of Fire. Kirito, Eugeo and Alice.  2271 Titan of the Sword (Ken no Kyojin (剣巨)Hiroci KimuraMunemas Nakamoto[29] On March 16, 2019 Reaching the events of the previous chapter, Chudelkin creates a giant Golem fire, quickly begins to fight Kirito, Eugeo and Alice, who cannot repel attacks that Golem fire throws at them, during the confrontation
between Kirito, Eugeo and Alice decide to create a counterattack strategy in which Alice mentions Kirito and Eugeo that the only way to attack Chudelkin directly, so alice tells her she can only distract Golem from the fire for about 10 seconds, so that both Kirito and Eugeo will have only one chance to attack Chudelkin, although she also warns them not to get too close to Quinella
as she could stop them, Alice uses the special ability of her sword to distract Golem from the fire , while Eugeo launches an attack with sacred art Quinella is to distract her and distract Chudelkin's attention, a period that Kirito uses to harest the special ability of his black sword, from which he still doesn't think about the name and manages to fatally hit Chudelkin, leaving him out
of battle and at the same time his Golem fire is fading. With a clear path of Chudelkin and Golem Fire, Kirito, Evgeo and Alice now confront Quinella directly, who in turn reveals to Alicia and Eugeo the truth about Kirito and that he doesn't really belong to the Underworld, but is actually a real person, although Kirito admits that what Quinella says is true - he tells him that the
Creators of the Underworld have watched them, and that if they want to ' so that it can make everything Underworld erased when you press a button, but Quinella admits that she doesn't care in the slightest as her sole purpose is to manage Underworld and eliminate anyone who gets behind the zamstical of her plans and that while she is not a real person, she won't follow any
orders - not even from the Creators of the Underworld, further shows that for her knights of integrity than puppets to buy something time so she can perfect her best weapon and tells the three that they will have the privilege of being the first to see their maximum creation. Quinella quickly uses the experimental module he had in his hand and creates a giant sword monster known
as Golem swords, quickly Alice tries to attack Golem with swords, but he resists attacking Alice and quickly stabs her seriously in the chest, Kirito also tries to attack him, but he only gets Golem to stab him gravity and brutally crashes into a wall - but just as Golem swords were preparing to give him the final blow, the spider cardinal unexpectedly intervenes. Despite her efforts, To
protect them, Charlotte doesn't match Golem's swords and ends up being killed, but in the midst of her agony asking Eugeo to use a dagger so she can call the cardinal, Eugeo uses a dagger to summon the door from which the cardinal appears and repels the powerful lightning of Quinella's Golem Swords and treats Kirito and Alice So now all 4 prepare to face Quinella.  2372
Administrator Hirotaka Tokudayニ-suke Maruyama Michira Itabisashi Yukito Kidzawa[30] March 23, 2019 Kirito, Eugeo, Cardinal and Alice have reunited in preparation to face Quinella now that they are outperging her, however Quinella has already planned that it will happen and was waiting for the perfect moment for her. finally he would come out of hiding, so Quinella in the sly
play uses sacred art to seal the entire 100th floor of his room and destroys the exit door so none of them can escape from this place, in the middle of Quinella's words calling the cardinal by his real name, Laiceris, and recalls that 200 years ago he let her escape when he could eliminate it - but that this time he wouldn't do the same mistake - but the cardinal replies that he will not
dare call her by his real name, as her only goal is to take her down, besides she reminds Quinella that she now no longer has any knight of integrity or others fighting for her, and that they now surpass her 4 versus 1 , however Quinella replies that she is very wrong since suddenly Golem swords rises again - having received an attack that the cardinal had previously launched on
her and mentions that she actually has 300 fight for her. Not knowing what she's talking about, Kirito deduces that 300 actually people Quinella sacrificed to create Golem swords, after that revelation, the cardinal and others are surprised by the kind of evil that it can become, but Quinella mentions to them that it's only enough for her to exist creatures she can control, and she
doesn't care in the slightest sacrifice of the human beings of her world and that she has enough to be fully loyal to her , she also reveals that her Golem swords are hardly the first prototype she created, and that to mass produce other perfect versions she will need to sacrifice more than half of the 80,000 people of the underground Human Empire and thus conquer the invasion of
the Dark Territory and subsequently attack the real world. Alice immediately asks Quinella about where all the owners of the 30 swords that make up Golem and, above all, the dreams and hopes of each of them, Quinella responds, saying that the answer is in front of her and that Eugeo already knows when they look up they bring out that the crystals on the ceiling are actually all
memories of the knights of integrity and the people she sacrificed and that Golem moves only by memories Quinella tells the cardinal that, although Golem swords people are transformed into weapons, the cardinal will not be able to destroy it without risking killing the people trapped by this monster, the cardinal admits that Quinella is right and that he has spent the past 200
years preparing a spell to take her down - but all her efforts have been in vain, so the cardinal decides to accept her defeat and offers a deal Quinelli in which she will give her life in return for spare , Eugeo and Alice's life. Quinella takes The cardinal and as soon as he has done away with it, let Kirito, Eugeo and Alice leave the scene, Quinella quickly pulls out his sword and
begins firing dark rays of electricity at the cardinal, though instead of killing her quickly, the cardinal starts firing more rays non-stop and begins torturing her over and over again. Kirito tries to intervene, but the cardinal asks him not to interfere, so both Kirito and Eugeo and Alice can do nothing, but to observe helplessness as Quinella's torture finally decides to give the cardinal a
final hit and take it off once and at all, cutting off her left leg in the process. As Quinella finishes her torture, Kirito and Alice approach the dying cardinal, and she tells them they can still save the entire Underworld from the evil hands of Quinella, while Eugeo hears again the same voice I had previously heard and discovers that he comes from one of the memories that are on the
roof and called him - finally deciding to ask the dying cardinal to turn him into a sword , just as Quinella did to create it golem as he knows that even if Quinella keeps his word let them go, she will sacrifice each of the people of the Underworld and won't let it happen, so Eugeo uses spells :Remove core protection to begin with, Cardinal takes eugeo request and passes some of
his information to him for a start, but before starting, he warns Kirito and Alice that metal weapon does not affect Quinella, since when I try to use a metal dagger cardinal he did not work with it. Then Eugeo merges with her sword and one of the crystal memories that turns out to be Alice's original memories; she was the one who called both him and Kirito throughout this time and
led them on their journey. Quinella, seeing that they were planning on trying to take down Eugeo, before the merger is complete, but Alice intervenes and repels her attack, however Quinella uses the sacred art of fire and easily defeats Alice, but finally the merger is complete and Eugeo turns into a giant sword rather than according to that Quinella orders her Golem swords to kill
them all - however Eugeo's determination turns out to be more powerful than Golem Quinella and manages to repel as the fierce battle between Golem Swords and Eugeo transforms into a sword unfolds, on the other hand and unfortunately the cardinal eventually dies in kirito's arms, but before he dies, he asks him to protect the entire Underworld and his people , the cardinal
then disappears into the air. The cardinal dies in kirito's arms, but before he dies, he asks Kirito to protect the entire Underworld and its people, The cardinal disappears into the air. Finally, Eugeo manages to destroy Quinella's swords once and for all and for all and now decides to attack him directly, but the complete clash of power, the sword on which Eugeus became, begins to
break down, but even with all this he manages to destroy Quinella's sword and at the same time cut off his right hand when the fusion fades Kirito looks as horrifying as Eugeo's body in this match in half, but his sword creates a small layer of ice above him and subsequently breaks down. Despite Evgeo's best efforts, Quinella admits he made a mistake by not realising that the
sword with which Evgeo merged was not made of metal, then heals his wounds and uses his severed hand to create another sword. Then he mentions that he is already bored of this game and that he is sleepy besides, Quinella recalls that it is time once and for all to end this conflict and prepares to take down Kirito, who remains immobile on the ground, but just as Quinella
prepares to give him a coup de grace, Alice jumps right in front of him with the full intention of getting the deadly attack instead , repeating the same situation that occurred with Asuna in ODS, when she intervened at the last second in Akihiko Qiaba's final attack when he nearly killed Kirito at the time, but recalling the cardinal's words told her a long time ago, Kirito finally reacts
and blocks Quinella's deadly attack with his sword before he reaches Alice and leaves her out of danger - so Kirito now decides to face Quinella once and at all.  2473 My Hero (ぼく英雄)Takashi SakumaManab OnoYukito Kidzava[31] March 30, 2019 Kirito prepares for his final match against Quinella and Quinella immediately turns his uniform into his classic SAO suit and
Quinella recalls, that Kirito, who as always wears black reminds him of the appearance of the Dark Knight when the sword fight begins Kirito's abilities, as Quinella comes out very even - but in the midst of the struggle Quinella manages to make Kirito's first cut with sword technique known as: Vertical Square, a technique that Kirito says Quinella pulls out of Eugeo's memoir, so he
decides to use a technique that Eugeo would never have seen, so he quickly attacks it again, however, and his poor fortune Quinella's sword possesses the ability to change his edge and becomes a sword-like auana in SAO and Quinella attacks him with another sword technique Known as: Crucifixion, 6 strokes, and cuts it 6 times while being cornered by Quinella technicians,
Kirito decides to use a quick punch but sword Quinella his edge is in Catan and he seriously cuts it using the Katana technique known as :Zekkuu. Quinella boasts no technique at all Underworld that doesn't know, so Kirito has no chance of defeating her with any of her methods, however Eugeo's agony tells Kirito that he's not as usual and asks him to take his hand for a
moment. Suddenly, Kirito and Eugeo appear on a plane away from battle, where they both have a brief conversation, and Iougeo recalls that Quinella not only stole memories of the Knights of Integrity, but that they also forgot something important in their lives, as it shows that both Kirito and Eugeo were born and raised in the people of Rulida along with Alice , being all this at the
time Kirito was just starting to use STL , long before his attack at the hands of Johnny Black and able to remember everything that happened, that Alice was adopted by a knight of integrity, as well as Eugeo mentions that Kirito was armed with the courage to prevent them from adopting Alice at the time - but Eugeo, on the other hand, could do nothing to prevent it, for at that point
the seal of his right-wing Eugeo recalls that he will now be the one who will give Kirito a boost to keep him fighting and saving Alice together. Eugeo then uses what's left of his energy, and creates a new Blue Rose Sword, now combined with his blood and tells Kirito to keep fighting no matter what. Through words of encouragement from his dying friend Kirito finds the willpower to
rise up and use both his sword and Eugeo and continue the fight against Quinella, which Kirito mentions last because he continues to resist her as his efforts to defeat her are useless, but Kirito replies to him in a defiant tone that resistance is the only thing that prevents him from firmly fighting - but Quinella reminds her that Underworld is her world and won't let an attacker like
him offend her in this way, however Kirito replies to Quinelli that she is nothing more than a usurper of the system and that she doesn't deserve to continue running Underworld. After a fierce sword battle, Kirito now begins to counteract Quinella with both swords, causing Quinella to begin to retreat, but in the subconscious Quinella decides to use a single attack to eventually kill
him, but Kirito is also preparing to attack her with a single attack where their attack is achieved on top of each other. As a product of the impact of both attacks, Quinella cuts Kirito's right arm, while Kirito cuts off Quinella's left arm, leaving her mutilated with both hands, however an angry Quinella is quickly attached to Kirito with he tries to hang him for his brazenness, but Kirito's
determination concentrates on Eugeo's sword and manages to free himself from Quinella's hair and quickly strikes her in the chest, winning once and for all. Even though Kirito received an attack with the Blue Rose Sword, Quinella survived the deadly attack and recalls that eugeo and Kirito's sword turned out not to be made of metal, and that it was a mistake that cost him
dearly. However, being defeated, Quinella decides to use her emergency plan, which she has postponed for such a situation and pulls the console out of the system where she tries to escape into the real world. Seeing him before, Kirito tries to stop Quinella from escaping into the real world, but because of his exhaustion he can't get to him, however in complete escape,
Chudelkin, who turned out to be alive after previously receiving Kirito's deadly attack in his duel, asks Quinella to take him too and Quinella quickly clings to her while burning. Quinella does her best to let Chudelkin go, but she doesn't do that, and they both end up exploding and dying. With the battle over, Kirito approaches his friend Eugeo, as the effect of the ice sheet ends and
begins to bleed quickly, Kirito does his best to save his dying friend's life, but his efforts end up useless, however Eugeo asks Kirito not to worry to save him as Kirito accepted his fate and that, moreover, if that hadn't happened, they would both have to fight for his Respective Alice , Eugeo to force Alice to restore her memories and Kirito to save Alice's soul, Knight of Integrity, but
Kirito asks her to recover and face each other for that purpose, however Eugeo tells her that it will no longer be possible because her Blue Rose Sword has broken and that also because of her weakness she has let down her sword against him and that, according to him , he pay for the crime he committed, but Kirito replies that he did not commit such a thing, because he did not
agree to what he did, and if it had not been for Eugeo, he would never have been able to beat Quinella. At that point, Eugeo asks Kirito to touch a snippet of Alice's memories in his hand, so Kirito can see what he's talking about, and it turns out that the memory shows that both Kirito and Alice as children have prepared a special birthday present for Evgeo. After finishing her
childhood memory, Eugeo reminds Kirito that he doesn't need to grieve and recalls that he didn't think long about Kirito's black sword name and decides to call it: The Sword of Starry Sky, so Kirito happily accepts that name and unfortunately Eugeo ends up dying in his and disappears into the air. After the tragic result, Kirito decides to use the console, which Quinella left open,
contact someone abroad, however, and to his misfortune in the full call he hears gunshots coming from the real world, and it turns out that the Ocean Turtle base is attacking a group of armed terrorists who come out by the same guys who were spotted at GGO - whom Sinon was looking at the time, Kikuoca is responding to Kirito's call , which is the first to reproduce it for
everything that caused it to happen, and about why he never contacted him, but because of the shooting that is now at its core, Kikuoka reacts to them by fixing the matter afterwards and telling Kirito that he needs to look for a girl named Alice - but Kirito replies that it won't be necessary since he's with Alice right now and Kikuoka is surprised as he could find it so quickly and
recalls that once he hangs the call and returns the speed of his Fluttleit from his STL to 100%, Kirito must take Alice to the world end of the altar, which is south of the Underworld , coming from the East Gate, however terrorists manage to divert security and head to the generator room where they use pollen to break the locks of this room , and one of the terrorists mentions to his
partner that they only cut the subtask line, but that they will not regret the Lightcube cluster, but then on the central one, one of the operators called Higa mentions kikuok, that terrorists want to do it very dangerously, because if they disable the main power line, the whole base will be overwhelmed, but the Lightcube cluster will be protected, however STL is connected , will be
made out of power, which can lead to overload of STL and cause even worse damage to Kazuto's brain. Despite wasting time, Kikuoka instructs guards to block the entire system and orders Higa to take Professor Rinko and Asuna to safety, as well as take Kazuto from there, but Kirito listens to the conversation and knows that Asuna is at the core, horrified by the panic. But
before Kirito can react, the terrorists cut off the base's electrical current and Kirito's STL suffers a short circuit and causes serious brain damage, getting severe exposure to discharge, Kirito sees asuna's silhouette that causes him, but she can't reach him and drops into a coma.  Notes Sword Art Online: The allalization premiered with a special one-man episode, with pre-
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